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Our School Aim 

To help all children reach their full potential and develop an enthusiasm for lifelong learning, within a caring 

and Christian environment, preparing them to be valuable members of society. 
 

Learning today for a better tomorrow… 
Theme: This half-term the theme will be ‘Computing’.  The children 

will be learning to keep personal information safe, search the 

internet and evaluate online content, manipulate and combine 

data, write computer programs, use and understand simulations 

and recap on word processing and presentation of data skills. 

Computing: This will be covered by our topic this half-

term. 

Literacy:  

The children will be reading ‘There’s a Boy in the Girls’ Bathroom’ 

by Louis Sachar.  We will be using this text to draw inferences 

about a character’s feelings, actions and motivations, use 

emotive language, write diary entries and letters and to perform 

using appropriate intonation, volume and movement.  The book 

also forms a good basis for class discussions around children’s 

behaviour and friendship issues.  

RE/PSHE: The children will be exploring the theme of 

‘Gospel’, where the key question is ‘What would Jesus do?’  We 

will be considering what the Bible can teach us for foundations of 

living and thinking about the issues in the world today that the 

Bible could help us to solve.  

Mathematics:  

This half-term the focus will be on the relationship between 

decimals and fractions.  The children will learn to solve problems 

which require  knowing percentage and decimal equivalents of 

different fractions.  We will then move on to multiplying and 

dividing decimals by 10,100 and 1000.  Finally, the children will be 

using all four operations to solve problems involving measure [ for 

example, length, mass, volume, money] using decimal notation, 

including scaling. 

PE: This term’s PE days are:   

5WH – Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday. 

5M- Wednesday and Friday  

Please ensure all school uniform and PE kits are clearly named 

and ensure these are in school on the above PE days.  

Alternatively, children can bring their named PE kit into school at 

the beginning of the term and we will return it home at half term 

for washing. NB: Trainers are required for outdoor sports. 

Science: Our topic this half-term is Light. The children will be 

exploring how light travels and the effect of light on human sight. 

We shall also be exploring the prism of light and making 

periscopes to explore the angle of incidence and reflection. 

Dates to remember: 

 Monday 6th May – Bank holiday – School closed. 

 Monday 14th – Thursday 16th May – SATs Week  

 Monday 20th May – Cultural Week 

 Monday 27th May – Half Term 

Reading Books: All of the children in year 5 are expected to read 

at home for at least 10 minutes every day and record this in their 

reading records.  Reading a range of literature on a regular basis 

makes a huge impact upon your child’s vocabulary and ability to 

write well.   We encourage your child to read a wide range of 

genres, comics and newspaper articles and to consider the 

differences in structure, purpose and content of each piece of 

writing.  

Homework: Homework is usually set on a Friday to be completed 

and brought back to school by the following Wednesday, at the 

latest.  The regular completion of homework is essential as it 

supports and consolidates learning taking place in school. 

Children are to continue to practice their times tables and read 

daily.  Children should read to an adult twice per week and the 

adult should sign their reading records..  

 

Other:   What you need and when 

Coat: Please provide your child with a named showerproof coat 

every day.  
Water: A named water bottle— this needs to be filled each day 

and brought into school.  

Pencil cases:  Please keep personal pencil cases at home to 

prevent items being lost.  We will provide you with any necessary 

stationery. 

PARENTS:  The school is always looking for an extra set of hands……all children love to see mum, dad, nan or granddad helping out in 

school.  Do you have any special skills you could offer, can you garden, play games, make things….the list is endless and we would 

love any offers of help.  If you are able to offer any help, please speak to one of our office staff. 

Thank you for your continued support. 

Remember: please visit our website regularly:   https://stgeorgescebromley.school/ 
 


